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Kenneth Noland

American, b. 1924

Kenneth Noland's paintings-whether his target-like compositions and their elliptical variations
of the late 1950s and early 1960s; his miclcareer chevrons, diamonds, and elongated horizontal
bands; or his irregular polygon-shaped canvases of the 1970s-exhibit the artist's formal solutions
to some notoriously difficult pictorial problems, specifically those generated by the complex inter
relationships between shape and color.1
In the 1960s Noland advanced a mode of painting that appeared to demonstrate an indivisi
bility of shape and color utilized For expressive ends. Such unity of form and sensuous content
satisfied two demands often perceived to be at odds with one another: a formalist insistence that
technical innovation be constrained by the properties of the medium, and viewers' expectations
that works express artistic feeling. Noland's work, that is, complied with certain Modernist aes
thetic criteria of purity, or truth-to-medium, while prmiding an aesthetic experience that stimu
lated a physical-and by extension emotional-response from the 'iewer.
The art critic Clement Greenberg, Noland's friend and admirer, was noted for articulating a
rhetoric of purity in his account of the development of abstract painting. Greenberg's argument is
well known: Modernist painting, under the historical pressure of disciplinary self-criticism, had
been forced to isolate and develop only those attributes of the medium which could be prmided
by no other art-namely flatness, shape, and color. In so doing, painting was "rendered 'pure,'
and in its 'purity' [found] the guarantee of its standards of quality as well as of its indepenclence."2
Concentrating his means on unif)ing color with the flatness of the support or the shape of the
canvas, Noland succeeded in making a completely optical art, free of the "interference of tactile
associations."3 Among those who wrote about painting in the 1960s, Greenberg was uniquely sen
sitive to the interdependence of medium specificity (conceived abstractly and formally) and feel
ing (experienced physically and/or emotionally):' He recognized that these poles were not
opposed or contradictory but were instead mutually reinforcing-indeed constitutive-of each
other. So, it appears, did Noland.

Prime Co11rse displays a banded triangle within a rectangular expanse of ungessoecl canvas
nearly nine Feet >vide and more than seven feet high. A corner of the triangle reaches toward the
painting's bottom edge; the other two points of the triangle are located at each of the two upper
corners of the canvas. The triangle thus seems to have entered the pictorial field from above,
forcing its way into 'iew. The colored interior of the triangle consists of four rough-edged bands
of nearly equal width nested one within the other. This chevron pattern emphasizes directional
force (of gravity or perhaps acceleration). Noland's chevron seems to move down toward the bot
tom edge of the canvas, nearing an anomalous green dot of paint not usually \isible in reproduc
tions. Since more than two-thirds of the triangle's area lies in the left half of the canvas, the shape
appears to be slowly shilhng to the left.
Noland said of the chevron that he thought of it as hming a "radical land of S)�nmetry": "I came
to the fact that unbalancing has its own order. In a peculiar way. it can still encl upfeeling symmetri
cal.'"5 \•\/hat the artist meant, perhaps, was that the viewer's adjustment to the off-center composi
tion created a dynamic equilibrium. As compensation for the unequal distribution of visual weight
in the painting, 1iewers move to the right, to center both the picture and themselves. Processes of
adjustment such as this one are activated by Pri111.e Co11rse; they are the key to understanding
Noland's reference to "feeling." Even tl1e least-emphasized physical properties ot the painting (such

Pri111e Course, HJ64
nc1)1lie resin on canva�
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as the green spot or the ragged edges of the bands) affect the viewer: visual perception and physical
sensation are intertwined, despite how i111perceptible the connection 111ight at first see111.
An e:..1Jerience of Noland's work reaffirms that feeling is not just optical sti111ulation resulting
from the technical virtuosity of the artist; it is the whole circuit of sti111ulus, response, and adjust111ent that perpetuates the continual modification and development of our perceptual, cognitive,
and motor skills. Physiologically, seeing always entails felt responses, no matter how remote they
are from our im111ediate conscious awareness and regardless of how much our descriptive lan
guage fails to describe them adequately. Noland condenses these relatively complex (and res
olutely human) interactions in his art. In Prim.e Cowcse, seeing is feeling.-M.S.

In Atttwnn Spirit, Noland created a harmonious interaction of form, color, and shape. While this
nonillusionistic painting completely adheres to the aesthetic of prnity, Noland adds a "litera1y" title,
which encourages a poetic reacling of the forms. The colors might call to 111ind the leaves of the sea
son, and the move111ent of the angular bands fro111

1ight to left might suggest "�nd. Tluough his sug

gestive title, Noland brings back into the for111alist canvas the "i111pure" real111 of nature.-R.B.

Autumn Spirit, 1965
ac1ylic on canvas
60 x 60 in.
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